FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

iJET International Launches Worldcue® COMMUNICATOR Module to Enhance Security
Communications between Organizations and Their People
Global risk management leaders introduce two-way communications to help clients better support and quickly
confirm the well-being of their personnel in emergent and crisis situations
ANNAPOLIS, MD (February 28, 2018) — iJET International, the recognized thought leaders in intelligence-driven
risk management, announced today the launch of Worldcue® COMMUNICATOR, the newest addition to its
Worldcue platform. Worldcue COMMUNICATOR enables two-way communications from iJET’s Worldcue®
COMPANION application, providing organizations the ability to immediately initiate a communication with their
people who could be affected by a security issue or incident worldwide.
iJET's next-generation two-way communications capability, Worldcue COMMUNICATOR allows a customizable
message to be quickly and easily sent from Worldcue COMPANION via one or more channels such as SMS, email or
in-app push to the impacted person's Worldcue MOBILE app. Recipients can reply to confirm their safety or signal
their need for assistance. All responses are monitored in real-time on the Worldcue COMPANION dashboard, and
messages can be automatically re-sent to individuals who do not respond to the initial message.
"iJET is committed to continually developing and innovating new solutions to help our clients keep not only their
travelers safe but all of their people," said Bruce McIndoe, president of iJET International. "Because issues and
incidents can arise at any time in any location, organizations both need and want to be proactive about keeping
their people informed and safe. Worldcue® COMMUNICATOR allows for two-way communication alongside the
unparalleled intelligence and timeliness of our threat alerts to do just that."
iJET’s Worldcue® COMPANION provides critical access to operational intelligence, offering real-time insight into
threat exposure by providing organizations with a visual dashboard depicting the locations of their people around
the world and what evolving issues or events could impact them. iJET’s Worldcue® MOBILE app delivers actionable
information and support to an organization's people, giving them access to vital intelligence as well as a contact
point for emergencies near their home office or while away on travel.
To learn more about iJET’s Worldcue® COMMUNICATOR, visit ijet.com/worldcue-communicator.
About iJET International
iJET International (iJET) provides intelligence-driven, integrated risk management solutions that keep individuals
safe, assets secure, and reputations intact, enabling multinational companies to operate globally with speed and
confidence. iJET’s end-to-end, tailored solutions integrate world-class threat intelligence, innovative technology,
and response services powered by top international security experts. iJET has U.S. locations in Annapolis, Maryland
(headquarters) and Reston, Virginia, with regional offices in London, Cape Town, and Singapore. For more
information, please visit www.iJET.com.
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